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INTRODUCTION
• Migraine is one of the commonest disabling primary headache
disorders
• Thirteen percent of worldwide prevalence
• Underrecognized and sub optimally treated
• Migraine headache is an important cause of time off from work,
reduced school performance, and low quality of life
• Risk factor for ischemic cerebrovascular disease and
psychological impairment (depression and increased suicidal
tendency
• Medications à first-line treatment for migraine therapy

• Only half of the patients shows à clinically meaningful responses; 10%
à adverse effects & discontinue; other half of the patients à
dissatisfaction with their current treatment strategies.
• Shortcomings of existing treatment à substantiates opportunity for
exploring other treatment strategies.
• Yoga à commonest forms of complementary and alternative medicine
therapies, increasingly being practiced worldwide.
• Yoga à principles of mind–body medicine
• Yoga à beneficial in migraine measures à headache frequency,
intensity, duration of attack, medication score, and the nature of the
pain. Sharma N. et.al. 2013, & John PJ. et. al. 2007
• Aim: To assess the effectiveness of yoga as an adjuvant therapy in
patients with episodic migraine.

METHODS
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
• To assess the effect of yoga as an adjuvant intervention on:
Ø Headache frequency
Ø Headache intensity,
Ø Headache Impact Test (HIT)–6 score in patients with
episodic migraine.
• The available level of evidence based on information from
review for headache frequency, headache intensity, and HIT
score is Class III.

PATIENTS AND DATA SOURCE
• Prospective, open-label, randomized superiority trial with a
blinded endpoint assessment
• Single-center study conducted at the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), New Delhi, India
• Screening and recruitment: Neurology OPD and Headache
clinic at the neurosciences center of AIIMS, New Delhi, India
• Clinical diagnosis of episodic migraine with or without aura
using International Classification of Headache Disorders-3rd
edition- beta version (ICHD-III-beta 2013) criteria

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF HEADACHE DISORDERS 3RD EDITION- BETA
VERSION (ICHD-III) 2013 CRITERIA
1.1 Migraine without aura

1.3 Chronic migraine

1.2 Migraine with aura

1.4 Complications of migraine

Ø 1.2.1 Migraine with typical aura

Ø 1.4.1 Status migrainosus

1.2.1.1 Typical aura with headache

Ø 1.4.2 Persistent aura without infarction

1.2.1.2 Typical aura without headache

Ø 1.4.3 Migrainous infarction

Ø 1.2.2 Migraine with brainstem aura

Ø 1.4.4 Migraine aura-triggered seizure

Ø 1.2.3 Hemiplegic migraine

1.5 Probable migraine

1.2.3.1 Familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM)

Ø 1.5.1 Probable migraine without aura

1.2.3.1.1 Familial hemiplegic migraine type 1

Ø 1.5.2 Probable migraine with aura

1.2.3.1.2 Familial hemiplegic migraine type 2

1.6 Episodic syndromes that may be
associated with migraine

1.2.3.1.3 Familial hemiplegic migraine type 3
1.2.3.1.4 Familial hemiplegic migraine, other loci
1.2.3.2 Sporadic hemiplegic migraine
Ø 1.2.4 Retinal migraine

Ø 1.6.1 Recurrent gastrointestinal disturbance
1.6.1.1 Cyclical vomiting syndrome
1.6.1.2 Abdominal migraine
Ø 1.6.2 Benign paroxysmal vertigo
Ø 1.6.3 Benign paroxysmal torticollis

Inclusion Criteria:
• Age 18–50 years,
• Consented for the study,
• Headache frequency ≥4 per month but <14 per month
• Residing in Delhi-NCR (national capital region)
• No contraindications for yoga therapy
• If on drug prophylaxis no change of drug for at least 3 months and no change of dose
for at least 1 month prior to the enrollment.
Exclusion Criteria:
• Denied the consent
• Enrolled in any other trial
• Any other prior neurologic disease like head trauma, dementia, seizure, encephalitis,
meningitis, or stroke.

• Eligible patients: Randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio into 1 of the 2 groups:
Ø Conventional medical therapy (medical group)
Ø Yoga + conventional medical therapy (yoga group)
• Each patient à Rx à appropriate acute and prophylactic medical therapy as
deemed suitable by the treating neurologist.
Randomization:
• Block randomization was done using computer-generated software with a
variable block size.
• Randomization list à sealed opaque envelope; each envelope was opened
when the corresponding number of eligible participants was enrolled.
• Random number sequence was generated by the biostatistician
• Patients was assigned in the trial group by the primary investigator.
• Outcome assessment and data analysis was done by a co-investigator
masked to the group assignment and patient follow-up

INTERVENTIONS
• Demographic profile and baseline data of all patients à at the time of
randomization.
• Counseled about lifestyle modification (10 minutes on each visit)
Ø Appropriate sleep
Ø Regular meals
Ø Mental relaxation, and
Ø A suitable regular physical activity schedule .
• The intervention was a standardized integrated yoga module (table 1) +
conventional medical management for migraine (no change in during the
study period)
• A supervised yoga regimen (qualified yoga therapist under supervision of
yoga physicians) à 3 days/week for 1 month at the Centre for Integrated
Medicine and Research (CIMR) à 5 days/week for next 2 months at home.

• A yoga booklet containing the details of the practice with pictorial
representation à given to the participants.
• Patients à clarify doubts through phone / audiovisual Internet facility /
visiting the CIMR
• Compliance ensured à telephone call to the patient (monthly twice) + daily
self-reported yoga log maintained by the patient.
• Follow-up at the end of 1, 2, and 3 months à independent blinded assessor.
• Headache log book à make daily entries à headache duration, pain score,
any associated sickness such as nausea or vomiting, site of headache,
triggering activities or events, and rescue medications and their effects.
• The severity of headache was assessed using the Visual Analogue Scale
• The change in headache-specific disability was assessed using the Migraine
Disability Assessment questionnaire (MIDAS) and the Headache Impact Test
(HIT-6)

STANDARD
CONSENTS

PROTOCOL

APPROVALS,

REGISTRATIONS,

AND

PATIENT

• The study protocol was approved by the intuitional ethics committee (IECPG 47/16/02/2017).
• Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants.
• The study is registered with Clinical Trial Registry India (CTRI/2017/03/00804).

OUTCOMES AND MEASUREMENTS
Primary:
• Change in headache frequency and intensity
• Change in HIT-6 score.

Secondary:
• Proportion of patients who become headache-free
• Medication score by counting numbers of acute rescue pills used over the prophylactic drugs
during the headache attacks
• Improvement in MIDAS score
• Reporting of any adverse effects at the end of every month or earlier.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
• Previous study by Kisan et al., à change in headache frequency (yoga group 5.66 ±
4.44 vs control group 3.06 ± 4.5) à sample size calculated was 12 per group (90%
power and 2-sided α error of 5%)
• The HIT-6 score after 3-month yoga intervention was 67 ± 18 (yoga group) and 75 ± 5
(control group)
• A total of 58 participants in each group were required to detect a statistically
significant difference (90% power and 2-sided α error of 5%).
• Assuming 25% losses on follow-up à 78 participants per group à 160 patients were
randomized in the trial.
• Qualitative variables (sex, occupation, education, and triggers) à compared using χ2
test.
• Quantitative variables à compared using Student t test / Wilcoxon rank sum test as
appropriate.

• Outcome variables such as headache frequency, headache intensity,
HIT score, MIDAS, and pill count à compared at baseline and at 3
months.
• Both intention to treat (ITT) and per protocol (PP) analysis were carried
out.
• Delta value for each measure à calculated and compared between
groups using 2-group t test/Wilcoxon rank sum test.
• Difference between delta values within each group was expressed as
mean (95% confidence interval) and as median (interquartile range) à
p value of <0.05 as statistically significant.
• A generalized estimating equation was used to assess the difference
between the 2 groups with respect to outcome variables including
headache frequency, headache intensity, HIT score, and pill counts.
• All statistical analysis was carried out using Stata version 14.2.

RESULTS
PARTICIPANTS AND BASELINE DATA
• Between April 2017 and August 2018 à Screened: 452 patients à Enrolled: 160
patients with episodic migraine à 80 in each group (Yoga and medical group) à
Dropouts: 46 patients à Completed the study: 114 patients (57 in each group)
• Yoga group (n=57)
Ø Attended all 12 sessions: n=46
Ø Attended only 11 sessions: n=4
Ø Attended only 09 sessions: n=4
Ø Attended only 08 sessions: n=3

All practiced yoga at home during their missed
sessions at CIMR
Hence, 100% compliance with the yoga
intervention

•

ITT and PP analysis à significant results in favor of the yoga intervention.

•

All losses to follow-up à within the first month of enrollment à necessitating the
baseline value itself to be taken up for the ITT analysis.

Figure 1: Trial profile for patient recruitment and randomization

• Similar baseline demographic and clinical characteristics à both groups à
except for mean headache frequency (p=0.012) à higher in the yoga group
(9.07 ± 3.79) compared to the medical group (7.7 ± 3.09) headache
days/month
• Women: n=53 (66.25%) in medical group and n=58 (72.5%) in the yoga
group.
• No significant difference à duration of illness, onset to peak time, family
history, triggers, location of headache, aura, mean arterial pressure, pulse,
BMI, headache intensity, HIT score, MIDAS score, or pill count à at baseline
between the 2 groups.
• Propranolol à most commonly used prophylactic medication followed by
amitriptyline à both groups.
• Compliance with medical treatment was ensured à similar in both arms.
• Acetaminophen and combination of naproxen–domperidone à most
commonly used rescue medications à both arms.

Table 2: Comparison of baseline characteristics of study participants as analyzed by intention to treat (n =
160)a

EFFICACY MEASURES
• Both primary and secondary efficacy outcomes showed benefit in both yoga and medical groups

Yoga group showed remarkable improvement in all outcome measures at 3
months of follow-up when compared with control

• Significantly high delta values (overall change in the value) along with
differences between the delta values in yoga group for all measures
compared with control group at 3 months à
Øheadache frequency (4.41 ± 3.99 vs 0.89 ± 2.27, ∆ 3.53; p < 0.001)
Øheadache intensity (2.61 ± 2.45 vs 1.31 ± 2.05, ∆ 1.31; p < 0.001)
ØHIT score (12.76 ± 12.04 vs 4.76 ± 8.23, ∆ 8.0; p < 0.001)
Ørescue pill count (3.11 ± 4.62 vs 0.83 ± 3.06, ∆ 2.28; p < 0.001) and
ØMIDAS score (16.7 ± 13.45 vs 11.5 ± 10.10, ∆ 5.24; p = 0.006)
• A significantly higher proportion of patients [12.28% (n = 7)] became
headache-free à end of 3 months in the intervention arm (defined as
no use of acute medication) à in comparison to none in the control
arm (p = 0.006) à number needed to treat was 8 (95% CI, 5 to 27).

• Gradual improvement in clinical outcome measures in both groups but trend of faster
improvement and more consistent in the yoga group compared to the medical group

ADVERSE EVENTS
• Control group: 3 participants reported adverse effects
Ø Weight gain: n=2
Ø Dryness of mouth: n=1
• Yoga group: 1 patient reported adverse effect
Ø Weight gain: n=1
• No episode of headache, nausea, or vomiting was experienced by any participant
during the yoga sessions.

DISCUSSION
• largest randomized controlled trial evaluating the effect of yoga practice in
migraine
• The results were consistent with results of other yoga studies with
intervention for migraine headache management
• John PJ. et.al., showed significant reduction in clinical measures in yoga
group as compared to self-care group à did not specify the yoga type,
duration, or timing à patients were advised to practice yoga only during
prodromal stage of migraine.

Whereas in the present study à prespecified yoga module (1 hour) à advised
to continue yoga practice as an adjuvant to prophylactic treatment with
medications à increases external validity and generalization of results.

• Bhatia R. et. al., à study on patients with chronic tension-type headache à significant decrease in
mean headache intensity in the yoga group with significant reduction in mean EMG amplitude
recording in temporalis muscles during rest and mental activity compared with a NSAID treatment
group and a botulinum toxin injection treatment group à small sample size (n = 21) & duration of
intervention was 1 month

whereas the present study had a large sample size (n = 160) with 3-month intervention, and the results
were comparable.
• Wells RE. et.al., showed Mindfulness-based stress reduction led to positive results among patients
with migraine à small sample size (n = 19) à failed to show a statistically significant change in
headache frequency and severity.

However, there was a statistically significant drop in MIDAS and HIT score à results were comparable
to our results.
• Hainsworth KR. et. al., observed
headache aged 11–18 years.

beneficial effect of yoga intervention in young patients with

However, the primary aim of that study was to assess feasibility, safety, and acceptability of elementary
yoga in children and young adults.2

• Economic burden of migraine à costs about $3.2 billion for
prescriptions & medications in US à loss of $13 billion due to
productivity and reduced performance was estimated around per year.
• Considering results of this study à low-cost intervention like yoga à
reduces both direct and indirect costs significantly (reduction in mean
pill count by 47.3% after 3 months, MIDAS reduced by 37.25% over 3
months).
• This is especially significant for resource-limited and low-income
countries.
• Various reasons for dropouts à Compliance might be relatively low
compared to drug trials à because adherence has been observed to
be generally lower in behavioral interventions and also with more
objective adherence measures compared to self-reported ones.

• Patients in yoga group à received 3 days/week interaction with our
yoga instructor for 1 month followed by regular phone calls for
compliance, social and intellectual engagement, à whereas control
group was counseled about triggers and benefits of exercise and
physical activity in general
• Positive effects of yoga in this study à a multidimensional effect of
yoga acting through both central and peripheral mechanisms à
including physical, biochemical, psychological, and autonomic
pathways mediating pain generation and spread.

POSSIBLE MECHANISM
• A significant change in autonomic function à improved vagal tone with reduced
sympathetic activity during yoga has been observed à adjuvant yoga therapy may
be effective in patients with migraine. Kisan R, et.al.
• Hypothesis: Nitric oxide (NO), being an endothelium-derived relaxing factor–like
substance à may help in reducing migraine attacks à yoga performance may also
increase nitric oxide (NO) levels among patients. Boroujeni M, et.al.
• Yoga practice à state of calm alertness à increasing parasympathetic drive and
suppressing stress response systems, neuroendocrine release of hormones, and
thalamic generators. John PJ. et.al.
• Tight muscles à trigger for headaches in migraine à yoga could be potentially
beneficial in this regard à reduces tension around the area of pain (head, neck,
shoulder, temporal area) and loosening stiff muscles. Osun Narin S, et. al.

• The neural network connectivity model of migraine studies à altered
connectivity in cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus, brainstem, amygdala, and
cerebellum à neuroimaging evidence on meditations and yogic asanas à
influence various brain regions, including the hippocampus, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, striatum, thalamus, pons, and
cerebellum.
• Exercise as a prophylactic treatment for migraine à therapeutic effect by
increasing endogenous opioids, β-endorphin centrally, and inhibiting
substance P release peripherally à paradoxically, it also acts as trigger by
increasing calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and lactate levels.
• Yoga may differ in this regard from other forms of physical activity à yogic
postures are performed slowly and gently along with breathing exercises,
relaxation exercises, and pranayama à may prevent increase in CGRP and
lactate levels.
• Yoga à a cost-effective measure requiring just a yoga mat and limited
training.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• To observe the feasibility, acceptance and efficacy of yoga intervention
in migraine worldwide
• To observe the long-term benefit of yoga intervention among patients
with episodic and chronic migraine
• Yoga modules specific to comorbidities in patients with migraine
would be of potential benefit.
• It will be of scientific interest to compare yoga versus best medical
management
• Blood and imaging biomarkers could further enhance
understanding about the beneficial effects of yoga on migraine.

our

LIMITATIONS
• No sham yoga group though the standard patient advice emphasized
physical activity.
• There was follow-up attrition (28.75%), which was however considered
during sample size calculation.
• The outcome measures are subjective and questionnaire based, and it
may be interesting to use biomarkers to understand exact biological
mechanisms behind the benefits of yoga observed in the study.
• We used 3-month assessment for outcomes as realistically patients
would expect improvement early to improve their quality of life and
disability. The follow-up period was not long enough to assess
persistence of the effect of intervention.

CONCLUSION
• Yoga can be safe and without any serious side effects
• Yoga as an add-on therapy in migraine is superior to medical therapy alone.
• It may be useful to integrate a cost-effective and safe intervention like yoga into the management of
migraine.
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STRENGTHS
• Very well comprehensively reported study and written excellently
• Large sample size
• Details about adverse effects
• Improvement in intensity and frequency of migraine attacks are more in Yoga
group and also few patients in yoga group (n=7) became headache free at the
end of 3 months à Yoga can be low-cost, feasible treatment option
• Nearly 80% adherence to yoga in this study shows the acceptability and can
be better adjunct option to medical management.

• Introduction: Very well written with crisp information
• Methodology:
Ø Type of the study: well defined
Ø Purpose of the study- well defined
Ø Blinding details- given in clear
Ø Diagnostic criteria- well defined
Ø Inclusion and exclusion criteria- defined in detail
Ø Primary and secondary outcome measures- well defined and clear details
given
Ø Randomization details- details given
Ø Intervention details- clear details of yoga regimen, module, time and
duration given

• Results:
Ø Precisely presented, relevant tests done to obtain the results
Ø Demographic details- well assessed and analyzed
Ø Outcome measures- well analyzed
Ø Accounting for adverse effects is a very important part of the study
• Discussion:
Ø Well compared with other studies and good justification of their
results have been presented
Ø Possible mechanism also adds up to provide strong evidence to their
results.
Ø Limitations of the study and future directions have been well
accounted.

CRITIQUES
Yoga Intervention:
ØThey have not given details about the development and validation of the module or
ØKapalabhati practice is being used in the practice
Statistical analysis:
Ø Data stated for sample size calculation (both change in
headache frequency and HIT-6 scores) from the reference
study they have quoted does not match. (change in
headache frequency in the yoga group was 5.66 ± 4.44 vs
3.06 ± 4.5 in the control group) & (The HIT-6 score after 3month yoga intervention was 67 ± 18 in the yoga group and
75 ± 5 in the control group)
Ø Also the duration of yoga intervention what they have
quoted for sample size calculation from previous study (3months) does not match with the actual study (6-weeks).
Ø Follow-up loss was more than 25% i.e., 28.75% which they
calculated during the sample size calculation.

TAKE HOME THOUGHTS

• RCT in yoga study- Impossible in yoga study to do blinding/masking, makes the
study to decrease the class/level of evidence. Any other method/type of the study
can be used or developed by the expert for yoga studies?
• Many yoga studies face the problem of dropouts as the adherence to yoga for long
period is less. Can we consider more attrition rate and calculate the sample size
accordingly?
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